








The Global Brand Quiz

1. Sony has announced digital imaging, gaming and mobile phones as their core products. What product is conspicuously 
absent?

2. What was the original name of HTC, the mobile device manufacturer ?

3. In competition to Mackintosh Jack Tramiel launched a low priced home computer. It is the best selling PC of all time. Name it.

4. Which model of Porsche was designed by Ferdinand A Porsche who died recently ?

5. Which mass market brand tried unsuccessfully to launch a premium o�ering called ARCH DELUXE ?

6. What is often said to be “sublimated essence of what America stands for”? One journalist said it was a decent thing, honestly 
made”

7. Which international hotel chain’s properties in UK are likely to be taken over by an Indian property company? 

8. Among cola drinkers who are ‘dualists’ and ‘resistants” ?

9. If Pepsi has Tropicana as its pure juices brand, what is Coke’s pure juice brand called?

10. Most logos carry one icon, but which co logo has as many as 25 icons with symbols such as sun, DNA, bee, �ower and heart?

11.  To which brand did Karhu Sports sell its logo for $ 2000 and two bottles of whiskey ?

12. Which car logo was designed by Childe Harild Wills, the inventor of Vanadium and molybdenum steel alloys ?

13. Name this Kraft brand that celebrates its 100th anniversary .

14. Who has acquired the online photo sharing site Kodakgallery from Kodak ?

15. Which model of car Hyundai will be launched with a Wes Anderson commercial to coincide with the academy awards 
ceremony ?

16. Name the Swedish retailer who has decided not to enter India because of the 30% sourcing norm.

17.  Which is the worlds largest direct selling company ? Clue not Amway

18.  Name this heritage brand of cod liver oil from Merck.

19. Which is the only item sourced by Rolls Royce from India ?

20. Which car group is likely to replace Toyota as the largest car mfr in the world ?

21. Name this nearly 300 year old brand that is the �rst name in Cognac

22. Connect Bandit, intruder, Hayabuza..

23. Name this 100 year old car brand named after a swiss born racing driver and has a “bow-tie’ badge on its bonnet.

Mail in your entries at mash@iimb.ernet.in
The Winners for this Quiz would be announced in the next month edition.



MASH is a student rum club with focus on marketing and related 
disciplines. Mash conducts several events on campus throughout the 
year. Starting with the inter section PGP1 event - Mashterix, which is 
managed and conducted by the PGP1s for the PGP1s. Mash also 
conducts many events at Eximus - The entrepreneurship festival of IIM 
Bangalore.

Mash hosts a variety of marketing events at Vista, the Annual Business 
Festival of IIM Bangalore conducted by Forum for Industrial Interaction 
(FII). The events recieves huge particpation from top Business Schools 
across the country. The events are conceptualized and designed in a 
way to test the particpants' knowledge and skills across varioous facets 
of marketing. 

Apart from these we also organize workshops and panel discussions 
inviting industry experts and alumni. Mash also conducts mock 
marketing interviews for PGP1s for helping them prepare for the 
summer placements and pubblishes comprehensive summer and final 
placement preparation guides. 
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